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COMPANY

Since 1982, SANTOSEVALE Group has the mission to 
analyse and offer the best logistic solution to customers.  

We have our own distribution network with more than 300 vehicles, 
more than 400 employees working across our 14 logistic platforms that 
coordinate more than 4000 daily deliveries. 

We operate in the areas of Distribution, Logistics and Transport with an 
efficient operational model, specifically developed for the Iberian market. 

With high service standards, cost reduction and innovative solutions, 
SANTOSEVALE, is presently one of Portugal’s main Integrated Logistic and 
Transport Operators.

We rely on our customers to keep growing, with the guarantee of 
SANTOSEVALE total dedication and efforts.
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SANTOSEVALE ensures the quality and accuracy meeting deadlines, competitive 
prices and the maximum security, in your goods transportation.

Distribution in Portugal and Spain
Our network already has 14 platforms distributed throughout the national territory, which cover all the Iberian 
territory. Ensuring fast and reliable services with competitive prices and with maximum security.

Our fleet is equipped with an integrated GPS system that ensures the safety of our customers goods. We also 
have state-of-the-art informatics systems to ensure full traceability of our shipments.

Premium Service 

Quickness and reliability are fundamental for our customer’s 
success. We developed a fast delivery service between Portugal 
and Spain.

Benefits: 
• Next business day delivery *
• Door-to-door pickup and delivery
• Time-definite transit times
• Refunds rigorous control

Economy Service

We are able to answer to different type of requests, therefore 
we also have services with a longer transit time but with more 
competitive prices, always with high value-added. 

With the Economy Service our customers have at their disposal 
a more economic service always complying with SANTOSEVALE 
reliability and quality standards.

This service is available between Portugal and Spain.

Benefits:
• Estimated transit times
• Transport costs reduction
• Door-to-door pickup and delivery
• Packages up to 1200 kg.

Logistics
SANTOSEVALE is an essential partner for any company that needs a complete logistic solution, providing quality, 
liability and value to all the supply chain. 

SANTOSEVALE is the ideal partner for integrated logistics solutions. We apply our best efforts in understanding 
and providing suitable solutions to our customers that best answer their needs. 

Logistic Services:

• Transport
• Reception of goods
• Storage
• Stock management
• Pick & Pack
• Distribution
• Document management 
• Reverse Logistics 

Transport
With a fleet of more than 300 vehicles, SANTOSEVALE, offers its customers several transport solutions with 
high security, availability and competitiveness standards. 

Security is a crucial key-point to SANTOSEVALE, therefore, all our vehicles are equipped with a GPS navigation 
system, which is a considerable advantage to our customers.

We have more than 800 customers, who work in the more important sectors of the Portuguese economy. We 
provide custom dedicated transportation solutions in both national and international services. 

SERVICES

* For more information, please contact Customer Service.  
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Why automate your shipping requests?

SANTOSEVALE provides an on-line tool that allows customers to benefit with:
• More flexibility 
• Time saving
• Elimination of fill-in errors 
• Available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week

Advantages:
• Documents digital preparation, without the need of filling the transportation 

forms in paper;
• Waybill direct print in self-adhesive labels;
• Recipient Address Book;
• Real time track & trace.

ONLINE PLATFORM

Everything in the same place! With “rtFrontWeb”, SANTOSEVALE customers can 
print, consult, reprint and have all their shipping requests organized and updated. This operation will give you access to the 

login page, in which you will have to validate 
the username and password, previously 
provided by our backoffice (2).  

Tracking

To track & trace your shipping in a complete 
and fast way, you need to access the option 
“Expedições >Tracking” in the side menu (3).
The searches can be conducted using 
different criteria, such as: waybill number, 
date, identification of the origin or 
destination platforms and others.

Print a waybill

Print a waybill in SANTOSEVALE on-line 
platform, could not be easier  

You have to select “DOC CARGA > 
Gestão”(4) in the side menu and click on 
“NOVA CARGA” (5).
Than will appear the waybill form (6)
You can choose a recipient from the Adress 
Book List or fill in the data of a new one.

After this step, you will only need to fill 
in the date, number of pieces, type of 
packages and the weight. The fields “opções 
de envio a cobrar ao destinatário” and “valor 
de reembolso” are automatically filled in, 
however it is always possible to change this 
data.
To end the operation simple click in 
“Confirmar” (7)

After conclude the waybill process you 
should print the respective labels (8) and 
send the data to SANTOSEVALE servers (9).

If you need more information please call 
support services 219 688 000 or send an 
e-mail to helpdesk@santosevale.pt

2

3

6

7

4
5

8 9

1

“rtFrontWeb” Login

Our customers can access 
rtFrontWeb on-line platform directly in 
SANTOSEVALE website with a simple 
click in “Consultas Web”(1)
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Network in Portugal
SANTOSEVALE has distribution and cross-docking platforms strategically distributed throughout the national 
territory, which allows us to answer our customers demands with maximum speed.

All of our platforms are totally optimized and automated, ensuring a flawless transport service with total 
traceability. This infrastructure organizational model maximizes the direct coordination with recipients, which 
speeds up the distribution process.

Network in Europe
SANTOSEVALE also has the capability to support our customers in Europe always ensuring our services high 
quality standards. 

In partnership with one of the biggest cargo operators in Europe, which gathers more than 400 distributions 
centres, SANTOSEVALE provides a fast delivery service in 13 European countries.

SANTOSEVALE has two service options (Premium or Economy), allowing our customers to chose the option that 
best suits their needs.
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Dangerous Goods (ADR)
Not all goods are simple. Sometimes its necessary to transport goods that, 
due to its nature, can be dangerous to all the agents that participate in the 
transport process. When this type of transport occurs, our customers need to 
have skilled persons to ensure safety of the cargo and all the agents involved in 
the transportation.
SANTOSEVALE has highly skilled and certified professionals for this kind of 
services. 

Deliveries in Distribution and Shopping Centers
Deliveries in Shopping Centers or in centralized distribution centres are always 
rigorous services that have to be developed accordingly special requirements. 
SANTOSEVALE has experienced professionals in this type of transports, which 
allows us to ensure your goods delivery, without any issues. 
 

Night-time deliveries 
Our services are always active. SANTOSEVALE is capable to perform deliveries and 
collections outside normal business hours (working days from 07:00 to 19:00). 
Our professionals and infrastructure organization model allows us to have the 
necessary flexibility for this type of transport.  

Cash-on-delivery services
This service allows our customers to send their goods that will be paid by the 
receiver when delivered. This service ensures safe and effective funds transference 
to our customers bank account.

Oversized Goods 
There are goods that cannot be shipped in standard packages. Therefore 
SANTOSEVALE has an additional service that allows this shipping format.
This service is subject to space availability.

Pallet management  
SANTOSEVALE manages pallets, as well as, other packaging materials, returned 
by the receiver or used in the transport, delivering it to the shipper, allowing a 
higher control of the packaging materials control.  
  

Additional insurance
All the shipping services are covered by free insurance, included in the service 
price (10€/Kg). Additionally, it is also possible to take out an additional coverage 
insurance policy. In such case a charge is due and calculated accordingly the carried 
goods. To activate this additional coverage insurance policy, please contact our 
Customer Service. 

Additional documents scanning 
Return of original/official documents (invoices, consignment note, etc.) signed by 
recipient, trough a fast and safe method. 

POD return
Whenever necessary, the customer can ask for the signed Proof Of Delivery copy of 
the original/official delivery confirmation.

Deliveries in constructions or in special locations
Our distribution network is ready to answer to the more demanding requests. 
Sometimes is necessary to find an additional option to successfully conclude 
the service. SANTOSEVALE provides its customers a team always available and 
dedicated to overcome any obstacle that can occur.

Deliveries in final consumers (B2C) 
SANTOSEVALE has a solution for any kind of business. Our couriers are provided 
with the latest equipment and technology, to be able to adapt their routine to the 
delivery requirements even for the more demanding receivers.

Assembly and disassembly of exhibition, Fairs, Meetings or 
Similar Events 
A dedicated and complete service for customers that need a turnkey service. From 
materials transport, stands assembly, to the return of used equipment, this service 
allows our customers to be fully focused in their activity during Exhibitions, Fairs, 
Meetings or Similar Events.

SPECIAL SERVICES

SANTOSEVALE, additionally to the distribution, logistics and 
transport services, also offers a wide range of special services.
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Packaging advices
1. Choose a package size tacking in consideration the materials you are going to dispatch;

2. Use quality packages. Example: double corrugated cardboard boxes. Whenever possible use new boxes. 

3. Use packaging materials to prevent goods to move inside the box;

4. Whenever possible use plastic belts;

5. Always place the fragile goods in center of the package. Make sure these goods are well packaged and 
don’t touch the box edges;

6. When dispatching liquid material, make sure these are well stored in leakless packages and sealed with a 
plastic bag. Note that if these products aren’t well packaged, the other products can be severely damaged;

7. Goods such as, ponders, fine grains should be placed in resistant plastic bags, sealed and finally packaged 
in a rigid fibre box;

8. Sharp objects packaging, such as, knifes, scissors and others should follow special cares, such as total 
protection of the edges and should be bundled in proper reinforced cardboard, duly sealed, preventing, 
during transportation, eventual incidents (with other objects or persons);

9. Labels don’t substitute a good packaging method: labels with inscriptions such as, “Frágil/Fragile” or “Tratar 
com Cuidado/Handle With Care” are merely informative complements and aren’t an alternative to a good 
and correct packaging;

How to schedule a Pickup?

E-mail

To schedule pickups, you should send an e-mail with all the necessary 
information, directly to the origin logistic platform. For more information 
contact your sales representative.

Phone

You can also request a pickup or general information through the 
Customer Service.
We have a team of highly skilled professionals able to provide you with 
all the information and necessary support.

Our Customer Service is available Monday to Friday from 9AM – 6PM - 
(+351) 219 688 000.

10. Addresses: always write the complete address using capital letters, making it easier to read. Always place 
two address labels (sender and recipient) in the interior of the package (these proceeding will help in case 
of eventual damages in the exterior of the package) 

11. Use labels “this side up” for not solid materials 

12. Write the complete address and with perceptible letters in the waybill. Whenever possible use the on-line 
platform rtFrontWeb to issue your waybill. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Restrictions and limits
These restrictions and limits are regulated by the Goods Transportation International Laws, therefore you should 
always correctly declare your shipping’s content.  

Prohibited articles  

Despite any indication or authorization otherwise, is prohibited to use SANTOSEVALE services to transport or 
dispatch the following goods:

• Live or dead animals
• Fire arms, weaponry and ammunitions
• Extremely valuable articles (ex: antiques, works of art, precious stones, etc.) *
• Perishable food
• Money, coins, vouchers, or negotiable goods 
• Explosives
• Ivory or products made of ivory 
• Animal skins
• Pornography
• Taxidermy

It is also prohibited to use SANTOSEVALE services transport or dispatch other goods that, by its nature or 
characteristics represent a inherent danger, that can dirty, smudge, damage or break down other transported 
goods or that can violate laws or government regulations applicable in the destination countries.   

SANTOSEVALE, reserves itself the right to refuse or suspend the transport of any shipping that doesn’t comply 
with the necessary specifications. 

Limits
For a safe goods transportation of all the customers, the volumetry shipping 
should respect the following limits:  

Boxes and Volumes
 
Maximum weight per piece: 200kgs
Maximum length: 2 meters

Pallets
 
Maximum weight per pallet: 1.200kgs
Maximum length: 1,5 meters
Maximum width: 1,5 meters
Maximum height: 2 meters

Calculate the shipping costs
1st Step 
Verify the volume measures and calculate the cubic volume and chargeable weight
Verify the volumetric relation in Terms and Conditions (1 m3 = 333 kg).

Example:
1 volume with 1,20 x 0,80 x 1,20 m (length x width x height), with 120 kg of real weight.
Calculation: 1,20 x 0,80 x 1,20 = 1,152 m3 >> 1,15 m3 x 333 kg = 383 kg (chargeable weight).

2nd Step
Verify in your sales proposal, the zone referred to the postal code to where you want to send/receive the goods. 

3rd Step
After finding the zone, verify if your goods transport will be billed regarding the real weight or the volumetric 
weight. You must consider the highest value.

4th Step
In the example mentioned in the 1st step, the goods are charged by the volumetric weight of 383 kg. You 
should verify in the column which is the transportation price and add the surcharges that may be applicable 
(oversized goods, fuel charges, ADR charges, IVA, etc.).

Rolls and Reels 
Calculation: length x diameter x diameter

Boxes and Pallets
Calculation: length x width x height

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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PROMOTIONAL LOGISTICS

Have you ever think in the advantages you would get, if your 
logistics operator ensures a complete services solution, 
suitable to your products?

• Warehousing
• Marketing campaigns support 
• Assembly, handling, packaging of your products 
• Packages distribution
• Collection and returns management

We offer you the opportunity to relieve your resources and focus them in the task 
that really interest you:
Focus on selling!

Services that we can provide you with:

Support to your Marketing Campaigns

Handling of finished products
Transformation of individually components in finished products (kitting)
Manipulation of promotional packs. Preparation of bags, display boxes, exhibitors and 
other kind of supports with promotional articles.  

Manipulation of graphic Supports
Labelling of packages, bottles, cans, boxes, pallets or other kind of support.
Labelling, translation labels, manual or automatic gluing process.

Packaging or Repackaging of your products in different kind of 
supports 
Paper, cardboard boxes, envelops or bags, etc.
Products packaging using plastic or retractile (Shrink) sleeve, transparent or customized.

Exhibitors Assembly 
Exhibitors Assembly made of cardboard, iron, wood or plastic
Storage of products in shelf, labelling, stoppers preparation and price rulers 
Packaging for expedition 
Exchange of products in exhibitors.

We manage your Direct Marketing Campaigns 
Database processing, graphic supports customization 
Manually or automatic documents enveloping 
Invoicing management, subscriptions and public contracts 

Procurement solutions and acquisition of selling support 
materials 
Cardboard, iron, wood or plastic exhibitors
Paper or cardboard customized packages
Graphic supports to your advertising campaigns 

KITTING

PLV’S

DIRECT 
MARKETING

SUPPLIERS 
MANAGEMENT

HANDLING

PACKAGING 
/ REPACK
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• Packages distribution
• Collection and returns management

We offer you the opportunity to relieve your resources and focus them in the task 
that really interest you:
Focus on selling!

Services that we can provide you with:

Support to your Marketing Campaigns

Handling of finished products
Transformation of individually components in finished products (kitting)
Manipulation of promotional packs. Preparation of bags, display boxes, exhibitors and 
other kind of supports with promotional articles.  

Manipulation of graphic Supports
Labelling of packages, bottles, cans, boxes, pallets or other kind of support.
Labelling, translation labels, manual or automatic gluing process.

Packaging or Repackaging of your products in different kind of 
supports 
Paper, cardboard boxes, envelops or bags, etc.
Products packaging using plastic or retractile (Shrink) sleeve, transparent or customized.

Exhibitors Assembly 
Exhibitors Assembly made of cardboard, iron, wood or plastic
Storage of products in shelf, labelling, stoppers preparation and price rulers 
Packaging for expedition 
Exchange of products in exhibitors.

We manage your Direct Marketing Campaigns 
Database processing, graphic supports customization 
Manually or automatic documents enveloping 
Invoicing management, subscriptions and public contracts 

Procurement solutions and acquisition of selling support 
materials 
Cardboard, iron, wood or plastic exhibitors
Paper or cardboard customized packages
Graphic supports to your advertising campaigns 

KITTING

PLV’S

DIRECT 
MARKETING

SUPPLIERS 
MANAGEMENT

HANDLING

PACKAGING 
/ REPACK
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1. OBJECT
a. These general conditions shall  define the rules and types  of execution of 
transportation services performed by Santos & Vale Lda. hereinafter referred to 
as SANTOSEVALE.
b. SANTOSEVALE undertakes to transport the goods from the moment it receives 
them to the destination agreed with the Customer, according to the route, 
procedures and transport considered most appropriate for the good performance 
of the service.
c. SANTOSVALE can promote the transport with its own resources, its employees 
and instruments, or by a subsidiary company directly or indirectly controlled by it, 
or by a company or other persons to whom it subcontracts, partially or totally, the 
transportation, in any case, under the present general conditions.
d. The Customer agrees that SANTOSEVALE may subcontract all or part of the 
Transport or Other Services on the terms and conditions that it understands.
e. The delivery of the goods to SANTOSEVALE for transportation implies the 
unreserved acceptance by the Customer of the present conditions, which govern 
the contractual relationship established between SANTOSEVALE and its Customer, 
which are considered included in the transport document, the contract of carriage 
or the contract for the provision of services, even if the Customer have not signed 
the transport document in which they are included or wagered.
f. No agent or subcontractor of SANTOSEVALE is authorized to modify or revoke 
the present conditions.
g. Any instructions, written or oral, given to SANTOSVALE by the Customer upon 
delivery of the Goods for Transportation, and that are in conflict with these terms 
and conditions, will not bind SANTOSEVALE.

2. RIGHT OF INSPECTION
a. The Customer agrees that SANTOSEVALE and any public authority, including 
customs or security authorities, may at any time open and inspect the goods.

3. TRANSIT TIME AND ROUTE
a. SANTOSEVALE will not count Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays  (including 
local, municipal or regional holidays, bank holidays and / or strikes) completar, and 
SANTOSEVALE cannot be charged with any responsibility for delays or damage to 
goods resulting from the counting of such delivery periods in a different manner 
from that contained in this Clause, nor delays caused by customs, by any other 
public authority, or by compliance with mandatory local security requirements, or 
by events beyond the  control of SANTOSEVALE.
b. SANTOSVALE will select, as best it can, the route and type of Transportation of 
the Goods.

4. EXECUTION OF THE SERVICE
a. SANTOSEVALE may deliver a shipment or goods to the designated consignee on 
the waybill or any other person who appears to be authorized to accept delivery 
of the shipment on behalf of the consignee (as persons in the same recipient’s 
premises).
b. Proof of delivery shall be made upon signature by the addressee or his official 
stamp, or by affixing a signature by any other person authorized under the terms 
of the previous number, in a document presented by the SANTOSEVALE distributor 
(Waybill or Delivery sheet).
c. If the recipient (receiver) is a legal person, proof of delivery will be made by the 
stamp and / or signature of any authorised representative of it, duly identified or 
by the affixing of its official stamp.
d. If no person is available, the good may be placed in a location designated by the 
customer or by the recipient.
e. Unless otherwise agreed with the Customer, SANTOSEVALE may apply any 
alternative delivery methods chosen by the recipient, which methods include, but 
are not limited to, return of goods to an alternate address, recipient may modify a 
service selected by Customer or, reschedule a delivery.
f. The customer further agrees that the recipient may receive delivery information 
relating to a good as well as the third party bearing the number of the consignment 
note.
g. The Customer expressly waives any claim it may have against SANTOSEVALE as 
a result of which it follows any instructions provided by the recipient, in particular 
the costs resulting from compliance with these instructions.
h. Excessive delays in loading and unloading due to Customer (transport of 
oversize cargo) or discharges in Shopping and Distribution Centers are subject to 
the increase of the cost of transportation indicated in the commercial proposal.

5. RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSPORTATION
a. All objects which, by their nature or packaging, may constitute a danger to the 
environment or damage to other parcels transported shall be prohibited.
b. The Customer undertakes to inform SANTOSEVALE of the non-visible 
information’s of the cargo when they are likely to have repercussions on the way 
of transport.
c. In the event that the Customer deliver to SANTOSEVALE objects that appear 
in the exclusions mentioned above, it will be solely and exclusively responsible 
for any damages (and expenses) that may result from the transportation of such 
objects to SANTOSEVALE or to any third party.
d. In the event of an incident, the Customer authorizes SANTOSEVALE to dispose 

of the cargo in such manner as it deems appropriate, including to abandon the 
transport of it.
e. SANTOSVALE reserves the right to refuse to carry any item that it believes 
cannot be transported safely or legally, and if the packaging is defective and / or 
not suitable.

6. CUSTOMER OBLIGATIONS
a. The Customer shall be responsible for the information included in the 
consignment note and / or waybill and in all the information required for the 
execution of the transport.
b. Since SANTOSEVALE ignores the content and value of the goods, the Customer 
accepts, from now on, the responsibility to ensure that the order is in compliance 
with the legal or regulatory provisions, in any type of transport.
c. It is up to the Customer to provide the full address, its not enough to indicate a 
mailbox as delivery address.
d. The Customer must comply with the maximum limits allowed for the weight and 
volume set by SANTOSEVALE for the execution of the transport.
e. The customer must place the goods in a sealed, sturdy packaging that is 
adequate to the contents and the requirements of the transport, respecting the 
rules contained in the Packaging Instructions.
f. Otherwise, the goods will be transported at the customer’s risk, and 
SANTOSEVALE will not be responsible for any occurrence with it.
g. The Customer is responsible for all damages caused in third party goods or 
material from SANTOSEVALE due to defects in the goods or defective packaging 
thereof.
h. The Customer must deliver all documentation required by the legislation 
applicable to the movement of goods, being the sole responsible for all taxes, 
fines and misconduct that are applied to SANTOSEVALE, and any consequential 
damages.
i. The customer must ensure compliance with all legal rules regarding the transport 
of the goods that are under its power of action, both as regards the goods itself and 
the packaging material, including, among other things, all essential phytosanitary 
protection measures to the control of the pine wood nematode laid down by the 
applicable legislation, by Decree-Law 123/2015 of 03 September.
j. The Customer assumes and acknowledges the total responsibility for all taxes, 
fines and misconduct that are applied to SANTOSEVALE, and any consequential 
damages.

7. RATES AND PAYMENT
a. The Customer undertakes to pay the costs related to transportation between 
the locations specified in the transport document and / or waybill, plus Value 
Added Tax (if applicable), within 7 days after the date of issue of the respective 
invoice, unless a different term has been agreed or the immediate payment has 
been agreed, without any compensation or deduction.
b. The customer waives all rights to claim an invoice from SANTOSEVALE if he does 
not claim the invoice in writing within a period of up to 7 days after receipt of the 
invoice.
c. The amount to be paid is calculated according to the current SANTOSEVALE 
tariffs applicable to the goods of the Customer, as established in the tariff of 
SANTOSEVALE, or agreed in particular with the Customer.
d. SANTOSEVALE price list will be delivered to the Customer against proof of 
receipt.
e. SANTOSVALE calculates the prices or costs and charges them, both based on 
the actual weight of the goods, and based on the volumetric weight thereof, 
whichever is the higher.
f. SANTOSEVALE will verify the weight, the volumetry and the number of items of 
the Customer’s goods.
g. Customer expressly agrees that if SANTOSEVALE detects any inaccuracy in the 
weight, volume or number of items declared by Customer, SANTOSEVALE may 
use the volumetry, weight and number of items determined by it to carry out the 
calculations of the cost of the transport.
h. Delayed Payment (PEA) is considered when, after 15 days after the last day of 
the agreed payment period, there is no settlement.
i. SANTOSEVALE reserves the right to charge interest on all unpaid invoices, 
counted from the invoice due date, at the applicable legal interest rate, applicable 
to credits held by commercial companies, plus an 8% surcharge.
j. Without prejudice to other measures stipulated in the law, SANTOSEVALE, 
whenever an invoice is in arrears (PEA), will issue a penalty for administrative costs 
associated with the collection of € 60 + VAT for each period of non-compliance, 
that is, for each 15 days in which it is not verified.
k. SANTOSEVALE reserves the right to make any change in values between the 
prices quoted and the final billing after analysis and delivery of the goods.

8. NOT DELIVERED OR REJECTED GOODS
a. In the event that SANTOSEVALE is unable to deliver a cargo due to the address 
it has found to be incorrect or incomplete, SANTOSEVALE undertakes to take all 
reasonable efforts to verify the correct delivery address of the Cargo.
b. If SANTOSEVALE finds the correct address, it will deliver, or will attempt to 
deliver, the Goods at that address, reserving the right to invoice the Customer, 
who accepts them immediately, the resulting costs.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

c. If the recipient refuses to receive the goods, SANTOSEVALE will return the goods 
to the Customer, that will be  responsible for the transportation as well as for any 
and all resulting expenses.
d. Any storage expenses or any other expenses incurred by SANTOSEVALE in the 
event that the Customer and / or consignee of the Goods have not provided the 
correct, incomplete or due information, will be charged to the Customer or the 
consignee of the Goods.
e. The Customer agrees to pay such expenses should SANTOSEVALE have tried to 
charge them to the recipient and the recipient has refused to pay, together with 
the cost of the service and with any administrative fees or additional costs in which 
SANTOSEVALE incurs.
f. After one year without the goods not delivered and stored in the premises of 
SANTOSEVALE, are duly demanded by the Customer or the Recipient, ownership 
thereof passes to SANTOSEVALE, which may give the most appropriate destination 
to them, having the right to be reimbursed with the expenditure provided for in 
point 13 on storage as well as expenditure incurred by storage measures which 
have been operated.

9. TYPES OF TRANSPORT
a. The transport types available by SANTOSEVALE must be expressly requested by 
the Customer.
b. The Customer must select the mode most appropriate for the intended 
transport and the agreed delivery time.
c. Subject to the specific rules and conditions of the type chosen by the Customer, 
SANTOSEVALE shall not be liable for any loss, damage or delay in delivery due to 
Customer’s error in choosing and indicating the desired type.
d. The execution of transport by SANTOSEVALE with deliveries of goods at a 
specific day and time are subject to prior confirmation and price adjustment by 
SANTOSEVALE and the acceptance for the carriage of goods / volumes whose 
weight or volume exceeds the limits imposed by SANTOSEVALE is subject to prior 
agreement, the transport price being established on a case-by-case basis.
f. Returns of the goods, as well as the second deliveries (or all other successive 
ones), are always subject to payment of the amount equivalent to the original cost 
of transportation, except when they result from facts attributable to SANTOSEVALE.

10. VALUABLE OR FRAGILE GOODS
a. SANTOSVALE does not transport valuable goods such as, among others, 
stones and precious metals, jewellery, money, glass, furniture, porcelain, art 
objects, antiques, films, cassettes, collectibles, as well as documents and any 
other (discs, memory cards or other products containing data or images) which 
include important information, including passports, proposals or other documents 
for competitions, public, of another nature or for other purposes, documents 
necessary for the performance of unforeseeable acts or that cannot materialize 
without the timely delivery of the same, nor of actions, cautions and other titles.
b. The transportation of this type of goods is exclusively at Customer’s risk.
c. SANTOSEVALE may, at the written request of the Customer and provided that it 
fully and accurately identifies the contents of the Carriage and the valuable goods 
to be transported, a safe transportation service, through dedicated vehicles, to 
ensure safe loading and unloading and the appropriate transport for the type of 
goods referred to above.
d. In any case, SANTOSEVALE recommends that the Customer enter into an 
insurance contract related to the transportation of valuable goods, prior to the 
date of delivery to SANTOSEVALE.
e. The parties accept that SANTOSEVALE will not be responsible under any 
circumstance for loss, deterioration or delay in delivery of Goods, in amounts 
exceeding the limits established in item “i” of the Responsibility Point.

11. INSURANCE
a. The goods transported and the insurance are always at customer own risk and 
must be carried out by the customer, unless otherwise written agreement.
b. SANTOSEVALE may subscribe insurance on behalf of the Customer to cover the 
actual value of the goods in case of loss or physical damage suffered. The Customer 
must request it and provide the payment of the corresponding value.
c. Shipping insurance does not cover indirect or consequential damage or loss due 
to delays.

12. RESPONSIBILITY
a. Without prejudice to the foregoing clauses, SANTOSEVALE is responsible for the 
total or partial loss, or for the damage that occurs between the time of loading of 
the goods and the delivery, as well as the delay in delivery.
b. There is a delay in delivery when the goods have not been delivered within the 
agreed time limit, or, if no agreed term, when the actual duration of the transport, 
taking into account the circumstances, exceed the time it is reasonable to allocate 
to diligent transport.
c. The responsibility of SANTOSEVALE is excluded if the loss, damage or delay is due 
to the nature or vice of the goods itself, the fault of the consignor or the addressee, 
fortuitous event or force majeure.
d. SANTOSEVALE’s liability is further excluded when the loss or damage results 
from the risks inherent in any of the following:
i. Lack or defect of the packaging in respect of goods which, by their nature, are 

subject to loss or damage when not properly packed;
ii. Maintenance, loading, storage or unloading of the goods by the Customer or by 
the recipient or by persons acting on their behalf;
iii. Insufficiency or imperfection of marks or symbols on packages.
e. The Customer may, on payment of a price supplement to be agreed, declare 
on the transport ticket the value of the goods, which, if it exceeds the limit of the 
value established in item “i”, replaces that limit.
f. Any comments entered in the consignment notes and / or waybills do not constitute 
a declaration of goods value or declaration of special interest in the delivery.
g. The declaration of value of goods will only be valid as long as it is accepted by 
SANTOSEVALE and made payment of an agreed price supplement.
h. Notwithstanding point (e), the amount of compensation due for loss or damage 
shall not exceed EUR 10.00 per kilogram of gross weight of missing goods.
i. The compensation for delay in delivery may not be higher than the price of 
transport and shall only be payable where the person concerned proves that 
damage has resulted therefrom.
j. In case of total or partial loss or depreciation, when the value of the goods is not 
determined, it is calculated according to the current price in the relevant market 
for goods of the same nature and quality.
k. If the goods are delivered to the recipient without collecting the refund that 
should have been received by SANTOSEVALE under the provisions of the contract 
of carriage with the Customer, SANTOSEVALE is responsible for indemnifying the 
Customer up to the amount of the refund, without prejudice to the right to return, 
unless it is proved that failure to recover the refund was not caused by fault.
l. In the case provided for in the previous paragraph, the Customer undertakes 
to provide all necessary collaboration and documentation to SANTOSEVALE to 
activate its right of return.

13. STORAGE
a. If, for reasons unrelated to SANTOSEVALE, a product cannot be delivered, its 
storage, for a period exceeding 72 hours, will result in the payment of a storage fee 
of € 5/100 kg / day, with a minimum value of € 5 / day.

14. CONVENTIONAL RETENTION RIGHT
a. Whatever the quality in which it is involved, the Customer expressly 
acknowledges SANTOSEVALE a right of retention (which includes the right of 
retention and of general and permanent preference over the goods, securities and 
documents held by SANTOSEVALE), in guarantee of credits of SANTOSEVALE.

15. CLAIMS
a. At the time of delivery, the goods or damages shall be the object of precise, 
complete, dated and signed reservations on the delivery document by the 
recipient.
b. If the consignee receives the goods without formulating the said reservations, 
it is assumed that the goods are in good condition and lose the power to raise 
those reservations.
c. In the event of an apparent defect, the consignee shall have seven days from the 
date of acceptance of the goods to make duly substantiated written reservations 
and to notify the carrier.
d. The detailed reservations placed by the recipient, during the delivery or within 
the deadline referred to in the previous paragraph, should be mentioned in any 
request for a claim for damage or partial loss.
e. Otherwise, the complainant has to provide proof that the damage occurred 
during and as a result of the transport.
f. Any complaint must be explained in writing and sent to SANTOSEVALE within 
three (3) business days from the effective date or expected date for delivery or the 
expiration of the term set in point “c.”.
g. The claim must be substantiated and accompanied by justifications for the 
damage caused (waybill, purchase invoice, damage photographs, packaging and 
the respective packaging with visible transport label) and details of the damage.
h. SANTOSVALE will not be responsible for any claim until the transportation 
costs are paid and the customer will not be able to deduct from the payment any 
amount related to the claim.
i. In order for SANTOSEVALE to consider a claim for damage of the goods, 
SANTOSEVALE must have the original packaging available for inspection.
j. If SANTOSEVALE accepts part or all of the claim, the Customer will guarantee that 
the insurer or any other third party that has an interest in the goods waives any 
rights that exist, whether by subrogation or by any other title.

16. FORUM AND JURISDICTION LAW
a. For all incidents and actions that may arise from the interpretation or execution 
of these Terms and Conditions, the parties, expressly waiving any forum that may 
correspond to them, expressly submit themselves to the courts of the place of 
SANTOSEVALE headquarters.

17. APPLICABLE LEGISLATION
a. In everything else not expressly stipulated in this contract, the provisions of 
Decree Law no. 239/2003 of October 4, as well as the Convention on the Contract 
for the International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR) signed on May 19, 1956 in 
Geneva and the Warsaw Convention, signed on 12 October 1929.
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1. OBJECT
a. These general conditions shall  define the rules and types  of execution of 
transportation services performed by Santos & Vale Lda. hereinafter referred to 
as SANTOSEVALE.
b. SANTOSEVALE undertakes to transport the goods from the moment it receives 
them to the destination agreed with the Customer, according to the route, 
procedures and transport considered most appropriate for the good performance 
of the service.
c. SANTOSVALE can promote the transport with its own resources, its employees 
and instruments, or by a subsidiary company directly or indirectly controlled by it, 
or by a company or other persons to whom it subcontracts, partially or totally, the 
transportation, in any case, under the present general conditions.
d. The Customer agrees that SANTOSEVALE may subcontract all or part of the 
Transport or Other Services on the terms and conditions that it understands.
e. The delivery of the goods to SANTOSEVALE for transportation implies the 
unreserved acceptance by the Customer of the present conditions, which govern 
the contractual relationship established between SANTOSEVALE and its Customer, 
which are considered included in the transport document, the contract of carriage 
or the contract for the provision of services, even if the Customer have not signed 
the transport document in which they are included or wagered.
f. No agent or subcontractor of SANTOSEVALE is authorized to modify or revoke 
the present conditions.
g. Any instructions, written or oral, given to SANTOSVALE by the Customer upon 
delivery of the Goods for Transportation, and that are in conflict with these terms 
and conditions, will not bind SANTOSEVALE.

2. RIGHT OF INSPECTION
a. The Customer agrees that SANTOSEVALE and any public authority, including 
customs or security authorities, may at any time open and inspect the goods.

3. TRANSIT TIME AND ROUTE
a. SANTOSEVALE will not count Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays  (including 
local, municipal or regional holidays, bank holidays and / or strikes) completar, and 
SANTOSEVALE cannot be charged with any responsibility for delays or damage to 
goods resulting from the counting of such delivery periods in a different manner 
from that contained in this Clause, nor delays caused by customs, by any other 
public authority, or by compliance with mandatory local security requirements, or 
by events beyond the  control of SANTOSEVALE.
b. SANTOSVALE will select, as best it can, the route and type of Transportation of 
the Goods.

4. EXECUTION OF THE SERVICE
a. SANTOSEVALE may deliver a shipment or goods to the designated consignee on 
the waybill or any other person who appears to be authorized to accept delivery 
of the shipment on behalf of the consignee (as persons in the same recipient’s 
premises).
b. Proof of delivery shall be made upon signature by the addressee or his official 
stamp, or by affixing a signature by any other person authorized under the terms 
of the previous number, in a document presented by the SANTOSEVALE distributor 
(Waybill or Delivery sheet).
c. If the recipient (receiver) is a legal person, proof of delivery will be made by the 
stamp and / or signature of any authorised representative of it, duly identified or 
by the affixing of its official stamp.
d. If no person is available, the good may be placed in a location designated by the 
customer or by the recipient.
e. Unless otherwise agreed with the Customer, SANTOSEVALE may apply any 
alternative delivery methods chosen by the recipient, which methods include, but 
are not limited to, return of goods to an alternate address, recipient may modify a 
service selected by Customer or, reschedule a delivery.
f. The customer further agrees that the recipient may receive delivery information 
relating to a good as well as the third party bearing the number of the consignment 
note.
g. The Customer expressly waives any claim it may have against SANTOSEVALE as 
a result of which it follows any instructions provided by the recipient, in particular 
the costs resulting from compliance with these instructions.
h. Excessive delays in loading and unloading due to Customer (transport of 
oversize cargo) or discharges in Shopping and Distribution Centers are subject to 
the increase of the cost of transportation indicated in the commercial proposal.

5. RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSPORTATION
a. All objects which, by their nature or packaging, may constitute a danger to the 
environment or damage to other parcels transported shall be prohibited.
b. The Customer undertakes to inform SANTOSEVALE of the non-visible 
information’s of the cargo when they are likely to have repercussions on the way 
of transport.
c. In the event that the Customer deliver to SANTOSEVALE objects that appear 
in the exclusions mentioned above, it will be solely and exclusively responsible 
for any damages (and expenses) that may result from the transportation of such 
objects to SANTOSEVALE or to any third party.
d. In the event of an incident, the Customer authorizes SANTOSEVALE to dispose 

of the cargo in such manner as it deems appropriate, including to abandon the 
transport of it.
e. SANTOSVALE reserves the right to refuse to carry any item that it believes 
cannot be transported safely or legally, and if the packaging is defective and / or 
not suitable.

6. CUSTOMER OBLIGATIONS
a. The Customer shall be responsible for the information included in the 
consignment note and / or waybill and in all the information required for the 
execution of the transport.
b. Since SANTOSEVALE ignores the content and value of the goods, the Customer 
accepts, from now on, the responsibility to ensure that the order is in compliance 
with the legal or regulatory provisions, in any type of transport.
c. It is up to the Customer to provide the full address, its not enough to indicate a 
mailbox as delivery address.
d. The Customer must comply with the maximum limits allowed for the weight and 
volume set by SANTOSEVALE for the execution of the transport.
e. The customer must place the goods in a sealed, sturdy packaging that is 
adequate to the contents and the requirements of the transport, respecting the 
rules contained in the Packaging Instructions.
f. Otherwise, the goods will be transported at the customer’s risk, and 
SANTOSEVALE will not be responsible for any occurrence with it.
g. The Customer is responsible for all damages caused in third party goods or 
material from SANTOSEVALE due to defects in the goods or defective packaging 
thereof.
h. The Customer must deliver all documentation required by the legislation 
applicable to the movement of goods, being the sole responsible for all taxes, 
fines and misconduct that are applied to SANTOSEVALE, and any consequential 
damages.
i. The customer must ensure compliance with all legal rules regarding the transport 
of the goods that are under its power of action, both as regards the goods itself and 
the packaging material, including, among other things, all essential phytosanitary 
protection measures to the control of the pine wood nematode laid down by the 
applicable legislation, by Decree-Law 123/2015 of 03 September.
j. The Customer assumes and acknowledges the total responsibility for all taxes, 
fines and misconduct that are applied to SANTOSEVALE, and any consequential 
damages.

7. RATES AND PAYMENT
a. The Customer undertakes to pay the costs related to transportation between 
the locations specified in the transport document and / or waybill, plus Value 
Added Tax (if applicable), within 7 days after the date of issue of the respective 
invoice, unless a different term has been agreed or the immediate payment has 
been agreed, without any compensation or deduction.
b. The customer waives all rights to claim an invoice from SANTOSEVALE if he does 
not claim the invoice in writing within a period of up to 7 days after receipt of the 
invoice.
c. The amount to be paid is calculated according to the current SANTOSEVALE 
tariffs applicable to the goods of the Customer, as established in the tariff of 
SANTOSEVALE, or agreed in particular with the Customer.
d. SANTOSEVALE price list will be delivered to the Customer against proof of 
receipt.
e. SANTOSVALE calculates the prices or costs and charges them, both based on 
the actual weight of the goods, and based on the volumetric weight thereof, 
whichever is the higher.
f. SANTOSEVALE will verify the weight, the volumetry and the number of items of 
the Customer’s goods.
g. Customer expressly agrees that if SANTOSEVALE detects any inaccuracy in the 
weight, volume or number of items declared by Customer, SANTOSEVALE may 
use the volumetry, weight and number of items determined by it to carry out the 
calculations of the cost of the transport.
h. Delayed Payment (PEA) is considered when, after 15 days after the last day of 
the agreed payment period, there is no settlement.
i. SANTOSEVALE reserves the right to charge interest on all unpaid invoices, 
counted from the invoice due date, at the applicable legal interest rate, applicable 
to credits held by commercial companies, plus an 8% surcharge.
j. Without prejudice to other measures stipulated in the law, SANTOSEVALE, 
whenever an invoice is in arrears (PEA), will issue a penalty for administrative costs 
associated with the collection of € 60 + VAT for each period of non-compliance, 
that is, for each 15 days in which it is not verified.
k. SANTOSEVALE reserves the right to make any change in values between the 
prices quoted and the final billing after analysis and delivery of the goods.

8. NOT DELIVERED OR REJECTED GOODS
a. In the event that SANTOSEVALE is unable to deliver a cargo due to the address 
it has found to be incorrect or incomplete, SANTOSEVALE undertakes to take all 
reasonable efforts to verify the correct delivery address of the Cargo.
b. If SANTOSEVALE finds the correct address, it will deliver, or will attempt to 
deliver, the Goods at that address, reserving the right to invoice the Customer, 
who accepts them immediately, the resulting costs.
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c. If the recipient refuses to receive the goods, SANTOSEVALE will return the goods 
to the Customer, that will be  responsible for the transportation as well as for any 
and all resulting expenses.
d. Any storage expenses or any other expenses incurred by SANTOSEVALE in the 
event that the Customer and / or consignee of the Goods have not provided the 
correct, incomplete or due information, will be charged to the Customer or the 
consignee of the Goods.
e. The Customer agrees to pay such expenses should SANTOSEVALE have tried to 
charge them to the recipient and the recipient has refused to pay, together with 
the cost of the service and with any administrative fees or additional costs in which 
SANTOSEVALE incurs.
f. After one year without the goods not delivered and stored in the premises of 
SANTOSEVALE, are duly demanded by the Customer or the Recipient, ownership 
thereof passes to SANTOSEVALE, which may give the most appropriate destination 
to them, having the right to be reimbursed with the expenditure provided for in 
point 13 on storage as well as expenditure incurred by storage measures which 
have been operated.

9. TYPES OF TRANSPORT
a. The transport types available by SANTOSEVALE must be expressly requested by 
the Customer.
b. The Customer must select the mode most appropriate for the intended 
transport and the agreed delivery time.
c. Subject to the specific rules and conditions of the type chosen by the Customer, 
SANTOSEVALE shall not be liable for any loss, damage or delay in delivery due to 
Customer’s error in choosing and indicating the desired type.
d. The execution of transport by SANTOSEVALE with deliveries of goods at a 
specific day and time are subject to prior confirmation and price adjustment by 
SANTOSEVALE and the acceptance for the carriage of goods / volumes whose 
weight or volume exceeds the limits imposed by SANTOSEVALE is subject to prior 
agreement, the transport price being established on a case-by-case basis.
f. Returns of the goods, as well as the second deliveries (or all other successive 
ones), are always subject to payment of the amount equivalent to the original cost 
of transportation, except when they result from facts attributable to SANTOSEVALE.

10. VALUABLE OR FRAGILE GOODS
a. SANTOSVALE does not transport valuable goods such as, among others, 
stones and precious metals, jewellery, money, glass, furniture, porcelain, art 
objects, antiques, films, cassettes, collectibles, as well as documents and any 
other (discs, memory cards or other products containing data or images) which 
include important information, including passports, proposals or other documents 
for competitions, public, of another nature or for other purposes, documents 
necessary for the performance of unforeseeable acts or that cannot materialize 
without the timely delivery of the same, nor of actions, cautions and other titles.
b. The transportation of this type of goods is exclusively at Customer’s risk.
c. SANTOSEVALE may, at the written request of the Customer and provided that it 
fully and accurately identifies the contents of the Carriage and the valuable goods 
to be transported, a safe transportation service, through dedicated vehicles, to 
ensure safe loading and unloading and the appropriate transport for the type of 
goods referred to above.
d. In any case, SANTOSEVALE recommends that the Customer enter into an 
insurance contract related to the transportation of valuable goods, prior to the 
date of delivery to SANTOSEVALE.
e. The parties accept that SANTOSEVALE will not be responsible under any 
circumstance for loss, deterioration or delay in delivery of Goods, in amounts 
exceeding the limits established in item “i” of the Responsibility Point.

11. INSURANCE
a. The goods transported and the insurance are always at customer own risk and 
must be carried out by the customer, unless otherwise written agreement.
b. SANTOSEVALE may subscribe insurance on behalf of the Customer to cover the 
actual value of the goods in case of loss or physical damage suffered. The Customer 
must request it and provide the payment of the corresponding value.
c. Shipping insurance does not cover indirect or consequential damage or loss due 
to delays.

12. RESPONSIBILITY
a. Without prejudice to the foregoing clauses, SANTOSEVALE is responsible for the 
total or partial loss, or for the damage that occurs between the time of loading of 
the goods and the delivery, as well as the delay in delivery.
b. There is a delay in delivery when the goods have not been delivered within the 
agreed time limit, or, if no agreed term, when the actual duration of the transport, 
taking into account the circumstances, exceed the time it is reasonable to allocate 
to diligent transport.
c. The responsibility of SANTOSEVALE is excluded if the loss, damage or delay is due 
to the nature or vice of the goods itself, the fault of the consignor or the addressee, 
fortuitous event or force majeure.
d. SANTOSEVALE’s liability is further excluded when the loss or damage results 
from the risks inherent in any of the following:
i. Lack or defect of the packaging in respect of goods which, by their nature, are 

subject to loss or damage when not properly packed;
ii. Maintenance, loading, storage or unloading of the goods by the Customer or by 
the recipient or by persons acting on their behalf;
iii. Insufficiency or imperfection of marks or symbols on packages.
e. The Customer may, on payment of a price supplement to be agreed, declare 
on the transport ticket the value of the goods, which, if it exceeds the limit of the 
value established in item “i”, replaces that limit.
f. Any comments entered in the consignment notes and / or waybills do not constitute 
a declaration of goods value or declaration of special interest in the delivery.
g. The declaration of value of goods will only be valid as long as it is accepted by 
SANTOSEVALE and made payment of an agreed price supplement.
h. Notwithstanding point (e), the amount of compensation due for loss or damage 
shall not exceed EUR 10.00 per kilogram of gross weight of missing goods.
i. The compensation for delay in delivery may not be higher than the price of 
transport and shall only be payable where the person concerned proves that 
damage has resulted therefrom.
j. In case of total or partial loss or depreciation, when the value of the goods is not 
determined, it is calculated according to the current price in the relevant market 
for goods of the same nature and quality.
k. If the goods are delivered to the recipient without collecting the refund that 
should have been received by SANTOSEVALE under the provisions of the contract 
of carriage with the Customer, SANTOSEVALE is responsible for indemnifying the 
Customer up to the amount of the refund, without prejudice to the right to return, 
unless it is proved that failure to recover the refund was not caused by fault.
l. In the case provided for in the previous paragraph, the Customer undertakes 
to provide all necessary collaboration and documentation to SANTOSEVALE to 
activate its right of return.

13. STORAGE
a. If, for reasons unrelated to SANTOSEVALE, a product cannot be delivered, its 
storage, for a period exceeding 72 hours, will result in the payment of a storage fee 
of € 5/100 kg / day, with a minimum value of € 5 / day.

14. CONVENTIONAL RETENTION RIGHT
a. Whatever the quality in which it is involved, the Customer expressly 
acknowledges SANTOSEVALE a right of retention (which includes the right of 
retention and of general and permanent preference over the goods, securities and 
documents held by SANTOSEVALE), in guarantee of credits of SANTOSEVALE.

15. CLAIMS
a. At the time of delivery, the goods or damages shall be the object of precise, 
complete, dated and signed reservations on the delivery document by the 
recipient.
b. If the consignee receives the goods without formulating the said reservations, 
it is assumed that the goods are in good condition and lose the power to raise 
those reservations.
c. In the event of an apparent defect, the consignee shall have seven days from the 
date of acceptance of the goods to make duly substantiated written reservations 
and to notify the carrier.
d. The detailed reservations placed by the recipient, during the delivery or within 
the deadline referred to in the previous paragraph, should be mentioned in any 
request for a claim for damage or partial loss.
e. Otherwise, the complainant has to provide proof that the damage occurred 
during and as a result of the transport.
f. Any complaint must be explained in writing and sent to SANTOSEVALE within 
three (3) business days from the effective date or expected date for delivery or the 
expiration of the term set in point “c.”.
g. The claim must be substantiated and accompanied by justifications for the 
damage caused (waybill, purchase invoice, damage photographs, packaging and 
the respective packaging with visible transport label) and details of the damage.
h. SANTOSVALE will not be responsible for any claim until the transportation 
costs are paid and the customer will not be able to deduct from the payment any 
amount related to the claim.
i. In order for SANTOSEVALE to consider a claim for damage of the goods, 
SANTOSEVALE must have the original packaging available for inspection.
j. If SANTOSEVALE accepts part or all of the claim, the Customer will guarantee that 
the insurer or any other third party that has an interest in the goods waives any 
rights that exist, whether by subrogation or by any other title.

16. FORUM AND JURISDICTION LAW
a. For all incidents and actions that may arise from the interpretation or execution 
of these Terms and Conditions, the parties, expressly waiving any forum that may 
correspond to them, expressly submit themselves to the courts of the place of 
SANTOSEVALE headquarters.

17. APPLICABLE LEGISLATION
a. In everything else not expressly stipulated in this contract, the provisions of 
Decree Law no. 239/2003 of October 4, as well as the Convention on the Contract 
for the International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR) signed on May 19, 1956 in 
Geneva and the Warsaw Convention, signed on 12 October 1929.



20 SERVICE GUIDE

LISBOA (Bucelas) PLATFORM 
Quinta da Peça, Rua 25 de Abril 67-69 
Bemposta 2670-631 Bucelas 
Tel. (+351) 219 688 000 /600 /020 
Fax (+351) 219 688 029

LISBOA (Arruda dos Vinhos) PLATFORM 
Edificio Santos e Vale 
Zona Industrial de A-do-Mourão 
2630-526 Santiago dos Velhos 
Tel. (+351) 219 689 010

ALGARVE (Algoz) PLATFORM 
Quinta da Amoreira Lote: 1/B
8365-074 Algoz
Tlm. (+351) 939 688 013

LEIRIA PLATFORM
Travessa das Calmeiras nº66, 
Andrinos, 2410-005 Leiria 
Tlm. (+351) 962 301 450

PORTO (Valongo) PLATFORM
Rua do Balteiro nº61 
Campo 4440-049 CAMPO VLG 
Tel. (+351) 224 159 103/04
Fax: (+351) 224 159 105

AVEIRO (Albergaria-a-Velha) PLATFORM 
Sanheiras - Pav. Nascente, Sobreiro 
3850-286 ALBERGARIA-A-VELHA 
Tel. (+351) 234 916 126

BRAGA (Celeirós) PLATFORM 
MARB - Mercado Abastecedor de Braga 
Armazem 05ET07 
4705-460 CELEIROS 
Tlm. (+351) 924 101 098

VILA REAL (Constantim) PLATFORM 
Zona Industrial de Constantim, lote 87 
Constantim, 5000-082 Vila Real 
Tlm. (+351) 962 023 780

CASTELO BRANCO PLATFORM 
Zona Industrial, Rua E, Lote B3-B4 
6000-459 CASTELO BRANCO 
Tlm. (+351) 924 101 082

ÉVORA PLATFORM 
MARE - Mercado Abastecedor da Região de Évora, S.A. 
Pavilhão E - EB30 
7005-873 Évora 
Tlm. (+351) 963 320 766

COIMBRA PLATFORM
MAC - Entreposto Logístico E1, Módulos 1, 7 e 8 
Reveles, Taveiro 3045-478 COIMBRA 
Tlm. (+351) 968 877 641

SETÚBAL PLATFORM 
Parque Industrial da Mitrena 
Mitrena 2910-738 SETÚBAL 
Tel. (+351) 265 248 121

CARREGADO (Castanheira) PLATFORM
Business Parque Tejo XXI, Nave 10
2600-659 Castanheira do Ribatejo
Tel. (+351) 263 248 132 

PORTALEGRE (Elvas) PLATFORM
Rua de Elvas 24
7350-501 Vila Boim
Tel. (+351) 268 658 100

T. (+351) 219 688 000
info@santosevale.pt
www.santosevale.pt


